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LEXOL - CAR CARE PRODUCTS
Product
Number

Product
Description

LEXOL pH LEATHER CLEANER...Deep-cleans

10701
10702N
10703
10704
10705
10731

dirt, oil and leftover perspiration salts that
build up and destroy leather interiors. Lexol is adjusted to the pH of leather, so it will not harm the finish
or fibers of the leather. Rinses easily and quickly with water, leaving no residue or dulling film. Apply with
a damp Lexol Applicator Sponge or a damp soft cloth to work up a foam that lifts out the dirt. Rinse
thoroughly with lots of water and a clean, wet sponge or cloth. Once all traces of cleaner have been
thoroughly rinsed off, pat dry with a soft, 100% cotton towel. To keep your interior in top condition, clean
the leather about twice a year and immediately follow with Lexol Conditioner. Do not use on suede. (Our
favorite leather cleaner.)
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner, 200 ml Bottle *
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner, 8 oz Squeeze Bottle
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner, 1 liter Bottle
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner, 3 liter Jug
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner Pump Spray, 500 ml
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner Quick Wipes Canister
* Case is a counter display case

LEXOL LEATHER CONDITIONER...A unique emulsion that “feeds” leather to keep it soft and
supple while maintaining strength and durability. Regular use will maintain leather in top condition and
not leave the surface slick or greasy, unlike other “all purpose” products. Work into the leather with a
clean, soft, 100% cotton cloth or Lexol Applicator Sponge; allow the conditioner to be fully absorbed (1520 minutes) and then buff off the excess with another soft, clean, 100% cotton cloth. Use 4-5 times a
year to keep your leather in top condition. You do not have to clean the leather every time you condition,
but you must condition every time you clean it. Do not use on suede. (Our favorite leather conditioner)
10706
10707N
10708
10709
10710
10735

Lexol Leather Conditioner, 200 ml Bottle *
Lexol Leather Conditioner, 8 oz Squeeze Bottle
Lexol Leather Conditioner, 1 liter Bottle
Lexol Leather Conditioner, 3 liter Jug
Lexol Leather Conditioner Pump Spray, 500 ml
Lexol Leather Conditioner Quick Wipes Canister
* Case is a counter display case

LEXOL VINYLEX PROTECTANT...Vinylex gently cleans, conditions, protects and renews
vinyl, rubber and plastic without leaving an excessively greasy look or feel. DH-60 Ultraviolet Sunscreen
(one of the strongest on the market) protects against fading, cracking or drying caused by age,
environmental pollution and the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Apply a thin even coat with the Lexol Applicator
Sponge or a soft, 100% cotton cloth, allow to penetrate the vinyl for 10-15 minutes and then buff off the
excess with another soft, 100% cotton cloth. Leaves a satin finish without greasiness and does not
contain raw silicone oil. The lowest “sheen” product we have found. (Our favorite vinyl protectant.)
10716
10718
10735

Lexol Vinylex Protectant Pump Spray, 500 ml
Lexol Vinylex Protectant, Gallon Jug
Lexol Vinylex Protectant Quick Wipes Canister

LEXOL NEATSFOOT FORMULA RESTORER...Use to restore “problem”, older or
slightly dried leather. Apply sparingly with a Lexol Applicator Sponge or soft, 100% cotton cloth and allow
the leather to absorb the emollients for 20-30 minutes and then wipe off the excess with another soft,
100% cotton cloth. Repeat once a week for as long as necessary to restore the flexibility and luster.
Once the leather is restored, maintain it with Lexol Conditioner. Does not leave a greasy, oily finish like
other all-purpose products. Do not use on suede.
10711
10712N
10713
10714
10715

Lexol Neatsfoot Formula Restorer, 200 ml Bottle *
Lexol Neatsfoot Formula Restorer, 8 oz Bottle
Lexol Neatsfoot Formula Restorer, 1 liter Bottle
Lexol Neatsfoot Formula Restorer, 3 liter Jug
Lexol Neatsfoot Formula Rest. Pump Spray, 500 ml
* Case is a counter display case
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LEXOL pH LEATHER CLEANER SINGLE USE TOWELETTES9Use the Cleaner

10731
10732
10797

saturated towelette to deep clean dirt, oil and leftover perspiration salts that build up and destroy leather
interiors. Apply a few drops of water to the pH Cleaner saturated single use towelette and then use the
towelette to work up a foam that lifts out the dirt. Rinse thoroughly with a clean, wet sponge or cloth.
Rinse the cloth or sponge frequently in clean water. Once all traces of cleaner have been thoroughly
rinsed off, pat dry with a soft, 100% cotton towel. To keep your interior in top condition, clean the leather
about twice a year and immediately follow with Lexol Conditioner. Do not use on suede. (Our favorite
leather cleaner.)
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner Quick Wipes, 25 Single Use Towelettes per Canister
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner Towelette Display Clip Strip ** With 12 # 10797 Single Use Towelettes per Clip Strip
Lexol pH Leather Cleaner Single Use Towelette
** Clip Strip may be refilled with # 10797 Towelettes

LEXOL LEATHER CONDITIONER SINGLE USE TOWELETTES9Use the

10735
10736
10796

Conditioner saturated towelette to apply a thin, even coat of Conditioner to the leather. Allow the
Conditioner to be fully absorbed into the leather (15-20 minutes) and then buff off the excess with a soft,
clean, 100% cotton cloth. Use 4-5 times a year to keep your leather in top condition. You do not have to
clean the leather every time you condition, but you must condition every time you clean it. Do not use on
suede. (Our favorite leather conditioner)
Lexol Leather Conditioner Quick Wipes, 25 Single Use Towelettes per Canister
Lexol Leather Conditioner Towelette Display Clip Strip** With 12 # 10796 Single Use Towelettes per Clip Strip
Lexol Leather Conditioner Single Use Towelette
** Clip Strip may be refilled with # 10796 Towelettes

LEXOL VINYLEX PROTECTANT SINGLE USE TOWELETTES9Vinylex gently
cleans, conditions, protects and renews vinyl, rubber and plastic without leaving an excessively greasy
look or feel. DH-60 Ultraviolet Sunscreen (one of the strongest on the market) protects against fading,
cracking or drying caused by age, environmental pollution and the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Use the Vinylex
saturated Towelette to apply a thin, even coat of Vinylex, allow the Vinylex to penetrate the vinyl for 10-15
minutes and then buff off with a soft, 100% cotton cloth. Leaves a satin finish without greasiness and
does not contain raw silicone oil. The lowest “sheen” product we have found. (Our favorite vinyl
protectant.)
10740
10741
10795

Lexol Vinylex Protectant Quick Wipes, 25 Single Use Towelettes per Canister
Lexol Vinylex Protectant Towelette Display Clip Strip ** With 12 # 10795 Single Use Towelettes per Clip Strip
Lexol Vinylex Protectant Single Use Towelette
** Clip Strip may be refilled with # 10795 Towelettes

LEXOL APPLICATOR SPONGES...A pair of non-abrasive, soft, 100% cotton terry cloth
covered sponges that will not scratch. Great for all kinds of jobs from applying Lexol to cleaners, glazes,
liquid protectants and even car wax. When dirty, wash in warm soapy water, rinse thoroughly with water,
squeeze out the excess water and air dry. May be washed and reused over and over. Our favorite
applicator for almost any product. Package contains one 4 ½” diameter round and one 4” x 5” rectangular
pad.

10780 Lexol Applicator Sponges - Package of 2

LEXOL EMPTY PUMP SPRAY BOTTLE...The

empty, 32 oz capacity, heavy duty pump
spray bottle is the perfect companion for the 1 liter and 3 liter bottles of either the Leather Cleaner,
Leather Conditioner or Vinylex. All three product names (Conditioner, Cleaner and Vinylex) are printed
on the sides of the bottle. Simply check the appropriate box with a magic marker and you will be able to
instantly identify the contents. The bottle conforms to current OSHA Regulations. The adjustable heavy
duty pump spray head allows adjustment of the spray pattern from mist to stream.

10790 Lexol Empty Pump Spray Bottle, 32 oz
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KOZAK AUTO DRY WASH CLOTH -

3.8" sq ft Dry Wash Cloth - The 3.8 square foot
dusting cloth is made from specially treated 100% domestic, extra fine cotton fibers with a super
plush nap to hold and lift dry dirt from your car. The cloth is treated with a special formulation of dust
attractants that are safe for your hands and your car's paint. To dust a car, open up the cloth, lay it
on the paint, pick up one end and gently pull the cloth across the paint. Remove the cloth and snap it
away from the car to shake off the dust. Repeat this process until the car is dust free. When finished
shake out the cloth and refold it into its storage pouch. It will not remove mud, bird droppings, tree
sap or other dried contaminants. Never wash the cloth as it will remove the dust attractant and ruin
the cloth.

18101 Kozak Auto Dry Wash Cloth
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